                                         NAS STATUS  INFORMATION SUBGROUP MEMO

Subject:  Airborne Holding/EFC

To:          Members of the NAS Status Information Subgroup

From:      John Moffatt

Date:       June 03, 1997

1. Name of Data Item: 

Forecasted and Existing  Airborne Holding/Expect Further Clearance (EFC)

2. Description of Data Item:

       Airborne holding is a procedure where by enroute aircraft are issued a clearance for a predetermined maneuver which keeps aircraft within a specified airspace while awaiting further clearance from ATC.  Airborne holding is caused by any number of factors: airport arrival demand exceeds airport arrival capacity, equipment outages (nav aid, radar, computer etc.), aircraft emergencies, enroute weather, airport gridlock, and sector saturation.  With the exception of  demand  exceeding airport capacity, these factors are usually unknown in advance.  However, planned limited airborne holding (MAR), at certain airports, is utilized to insure arrival demand is available when capacity is unknown or when capacity unexpectedly increases. EFC is an ATC verbal tool to inform a pilot to expect to receive clearance beyond a clearance limit.  A
EFC is issued according to controller judgment, experience, possibility of loss of  communications, or to avoid frequency congestion.  Procedures may vary from controller to controller and from ATC Center to Center.  Usually aircraft EFC’s are separated by five to eight minutes and rarely accurately depict a true release time.

3. Benefits:

      Accurate information concerning  “expected” airborne holding aids the dispatcher in meeting the FAR 121.647 requirement to plan fuel for expected traffic delays.  It is an important tool to enhance pilot and dispatcher situational awareness.  It has the possibility of reducing cost and decreasing passenger inconvenience by minimizing the chance of aircraft diversions.   Additional benefits include development of better traffic management tools, more accurate delay initiatives, and better matches of demand and capacity and capacity enhancement. The safety benefits of this information being available to PIC, AOC, and TMUs is eloquently stated in the NTSB report on Avianca 52’s fuel exhaustion accident at Colts Neck Long Island.

4. Source of the Data: 
     Timely expected airborne holding projections are difficult for planning purposes.  Accurate projections become more available as the affected aircraft nears its scheduled arrival time.  There are several available means to arrive at delay/airborne holding possibilities.  The following are arranged in a time line from planning to actual holding:
*FSM (Flight Schedule Monitor). The best indicator of future airborne holding/delays is the projected match of demand vs. capacity. Real time minute by minute demand is projected by FSM.  This demand compared with forecasted airport configuration and forecasted airport arrival rates could provide a good look at the future probabilities of holding.
*ASP  (Arrival Sequencing Program). An arrival flow metering tool used by some ARTCC’s . ASP considers airport configuration and predetermined capacity based on runway configuration to sequence aircraft for arrival. This tool does not necessarily predict airborne holding but can be an indicator that holding is possible by estimating a time a aircraft must be delayed to meet the needs of airport capacity. These delays  are constantly changing and can be in the form of speed changes, vectors, or airborne holding.
*CTAS (Center/Tracon Automation System. Computer intelligence for planning and controlling arrival traffic is provided by the Traffic Management Advisor (TMA) portion of CTAS.  TMA provides Center Traffic Management personnel a tool to control the flow of traffic to a specific runway configuration by generating a sequential order.  Landing time delay information is provided.    All delays can be increased or decreased by speed adjustments.
*ASD (Aircraft Situation Display). Heading change alerts could provide real time information on entering and departing holding patterns.
*Manual inputs by Center and TRACON TMCs.  Recording of delays and airborne holding is a required responsibility of the TMC.  This information could be provided by Teletype to AOCNet or via IDS4.
*Air/Ground PIC to Dispatch. Aircraft given a hold pass that information to their AOC dispatcher via voice or datalink. This information usually includes fuel on board, location, and EFC.

5. Nature of the Data:

Forecast holding information is expressed in expected minutes of holding during a time period. Actual holding is expressed both as an EFC which does not state the expected actual hold time and interpolated from recent data from flights that were held for that airport and released. Actual holding is a moving average based on recent events and is therefore very time critical if the information is to be of use. Forecast holding can come from many sources which may not agree. Until studies are done to identify which sources are the most accurate predictors the forecasting of holding times will remain subjective. Data from all sources must therefore be available to all participants.
	
6. What must be done to get this Data on the AOCNet?

     There is a constant flow of data available from ASP, CTAS, and ASD.  ASP information is already available to TWA from ZKC through ARINC.  CTAS, ASD, and FSM should easily interface with the AOCNet.  Center and TRACON delay data could easily be entered into the system or captured from the ATC computer system. Individual flight EFC’s and hold times are most easily available from the individual carriers. AOCs can forward this information through the AOCnet for capture and storage by the appropriate system. To be useful all the various forms of forecast and actual holding should be available from a single centralized source accessible by all the participants.

7. Other Issues:

	Once the various holding forecasts are captured in a usable form a study should be made to identify the most accurate source or sources of forecast holding times. Before a useful system can be put in place decisions need to be made about how the data will be stored and by whom as well as how users will be able to access it.








